
Music
music /’mju:zɪk / [uncountable] a series of sounds made by 
instruments or voices in a way that is pleasant or exciting
I often listen to music when I'm in the car. 

What's your favourite kind of music? 

The band was playing music from the show 'South Pacific'. 

a country music radio station 

A lot of the bars round here have live music at weekends. 

A new piece of music was specially written for the occasion. 

He was a keen music lover.

Instruments

1 banjo /ˈbæn.dʒəʊ/ банджо 11 horn /hɔːn/ ріжок, сурма

2 bassoon /bəˈsuːn/ фагот 12 lute /luːt/ лютня

3 bugle /ˈbjuː.gl K/ сурма 13 oboe /ˈəʊ.bəʊ/ гобой

4 clarinet /ˌklær.ɪˈnet/ кларнет 14 piano /piˈæn.əʊ/ фортепіано, рояль

5 cymbals /ˈsɪm.bəlz/ цимбали 15 saxophone /ˈsæk.sə.fəʊn/ саксофон

6 double-bass /ˈdʌb.l K beɪs/ контрабас 16 tambourine /ˌtæm.bəˈriːn/ бубон

7 drum /drʌm/ барабан 17 triangle /ˈtraɪ.æŋ.gl K/ трикутник

8 flute /fluːt/ флейта 18 trumpet /ˈtrʌm.pɪt/ труба

9 guitar /gɪˈtɑːr / гітара 19 violin /ˌvaɪəˈlɪn/ скрипка

10 harp /hɑːp/ арфа 20 xylophone /ˈzaɪ.lə.fəʊn/ ксилофон

Essential vocabulary

1 alto (a woman with) a low adult female singing voice or (a boy with) the 
lowest boys' singing voice

альт

2 ballad a song or poem that tells a story, or (in popular music) a slow love song балада

3 ballet /ˈbæl.eɪ/  a type of dancing where carefully organized movements tell a story or 
express an idea

балет

4 baritone a man with a singing voice that is lower than a tenor but not as low as 
a bass, or a musical instrument with this range

баритон

5 bar line a vertical line that divides one bar from another in a written piece of 
music

тактова риска

6 bass the lowest range of musical notes, or a man with a singing voice in this 
range

бас

7 baton a stick used by a conductor (= person who controls the performance of 
a group of musicians) to show the speed of the music

диригентська 
паличка

8 beat a regular emphasis, or a place in the music where such an emphasis is 
expected

ритм, такт, розмір

9 brass instruments musical instruments made of brass мідні інструменти

10 clef sign a sign put at the beginning of a line of music to show how high or low 
the notes are

ключ

11 chord /kɔːd/ three or more musical notes played at the same time акорд

12 composer a person who writes music, especially classical music композитор

13 conductor someone who directs the performance of musicians or a piece of 
music

диригент

14 duet /djuˈet/ a song or other piece of music sung or played by two people дует



15 encore /ˈɒŋ.kɔːr / an extra song or piece of music that is performed at the end of a show 
because the audience shout for it

виклик на біс

16 flat lower in pitch бемоль

17 key a set of musical notes based on one particular note тональність

18 live /laɪv/ broadcast, recorded or seen while it is happening на живо

19 lullaby /ˈlʌl.ə.baɪ/ a quiet song which is sung to children to help them go to sleep колискова

20 lyrics the words of a song, especially a pop song слова пісні

21 major key a key whose harmony is based on the major scale мажор

22 minor key a key based on the minor scale мінор

23 notes a single sound at a particular level, usually in music, or a written 
symbol which represents this sound

ноти

24 opera a musical play in which most of the words are sung, or plays and music 
of this type

опера

25 orchestra /ˈɔː.kɪ.strə/ a large group of musicians who play many different instruments 
together and are led by a conductor

оркестр

26 percussion instruments musical instruments that you play by hitting them with your hand or an 
object such as a stick

ударні інструменти

27 pseudonym  /ˈsuː.də.nɪm/ a name which a person, such as a writer, uses instead of their real 
name, especially on their work

псевдонім

28 quartet /kwɔːˈtet/ a group of four people who play musical instruments or sing as a group квартет

29 quintet /kwɪnˈtet/ a group of five people who play musical instruments or sing as a group квінтет

30 rendition the way that something is performed, written, drawn, etc виконання

31 rhythm /ˈrɪð.əm/ a strong pattern of sounds, words or musical notes which is used in 
music, poetry and dancing

ритм

32 score a piece of written music with the parts for all the instruments and 
voices arranged on separate lines

партитура

33 sharp higher in pitch дієз

34 solo a musical performance done by one person alone, or a musical 
performance in which one person is given special attention

соло

35 soprano a woman or girl with a voice which can sing the highest notes сопрано

36 staff / stave the five lines and four spaces between them on which musical notes 
are written

нотний стан

37 string instrument a musical instrument with a set of strings which vibrate to produce 
sound when they are pulled, hit or rubbed with a bow

струнні інструменти

38 tenor a male singer with a high voice, or (especially in combinations) a 
musical instrument which has the same range of notes as the tenor 
singing voice

тенор

39 trio a group of three musicians or singers who perform together тріо

40 wood-wind instruments a musical instrument which produces sound when the player blows air 
against a sharp edge or through a reed, causing the air within its 
resonator to vibrate

дерев'яні духові 
інструменти
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